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Abstract
Academic patent trading is one of the important
ways for university technology transfer. Compared to
industry patent trading, academic patent trading suffers
from a more serious information asymmetric problem.
It needs a recommendation service to help companies
identify academic patents that they want to pay.
However, existing recommendation approaches have
limitations in facilitating academic patent trading in
online patent platforms because most of them only
consider patent-level characteristics. A high trust
degree of a company towards academic patents can
alleviate the information asymmetry and encourage
trading. This study proposes a novel academic patent
recommendation approach with a hybrid strategy,
combining citation-based relevance, connectivity, and
trustworthiness. An offline experiment is conducted to
evaluate the performance of the proposed
recommendation approach. The results show that the
proposed method performs better than the baseline
methods in both accuracy and ranking.

1. Introduction
Patent trading is a popular and important way to
transfer technology and commercialize innovation
among companies and institutions [1, 2]. Companies can
obtain using rights of patents and hold a competitive
market position through patent trade [2]. Most
universities have their own University Office of
Technology Transfer offices (UOTT) to support
technology transfer activities. However, the capacity of
UOTTs is limited in patent marketing due to the
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shortages of staff and budget [3], which makes the
commercialization of academic patents a challenging
task. In recent years, online patent platforms such as
Yet2 1 , Tynax 2 , and InnoCity 3 are emerging as a new
form of patent intermediary [4-6]. One of the goals of
these platforms is to promote offline trading by creating
an effective way to connect patent owners and
companies. Company users in the platform can seek
patents that they need without the limitations of time and
place. Through the online platform, inventors or patent
owners can upload their patents. It enables universities
and their researchers to monetize their patented
knowledge assets with less marketing cost.
However, compared to non-university patents
driven by the established market, it is more challenging
for companies to identify academic patents in the online
environment. A reason is that most university inventions
are driven by high-tech innovation and their potential
market space is often unknown [3]. Companies are more
uncertain about university patents’ potential market and
business value than non-university patents, which
becomes an obstacle to academic patent trading. The
first reason is the information asymmetry problem from
the inventor. There is an imbalance between the inventor
and the company in their knowledge of a specific patent.
Such imbalance even shows a trend of exacerbating
when the patents are new [7-9]. Inventors often equip
more knowledge than described in the patent
specification, including not only technical properties but
also intangible issues such as the difference between
similar patents and the commercial value of the patent.
On the other side, patent-seeking companies have little
information related to the utility of the patent. The
inventors can exaggerate the business value when they
3
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want to commercialize their patented inventions,
although their patents may not be as valuable as they
claim [10]. The second reason for the uncertainty is the
technology transfer policy of the university [3].
Universities with rich experience in technology transfer
tend to develop more encourage policies for the
collaboration between researchers and companies,
which is beneficial for companies to obtain more
information about the academic patents and exploit their
business value. Therefore, companies’ uncertainty of
academic patents easily causes trust issues of patent
trading, which is one of the main obstacles to reaching
a patent-transaction agreement.
In order to help the decision-maker to discover
appropriate patents efficiently, several patent
recommendation approaches were proposed for general
patent finding [11-14], citation [15, 16], patent
maintenance [17], and patent technology trade [6, 18].
When seeking patents through online trading platforms,
companies often consider multiple dimensions before
decision-making. These works mainly consider the
features of patents but neglect the trust relations of
companies with inventors and owners of patents.
In the technology market, a high level of trust
relations between trading parties encourages more
opportunities for successful patent trading and helps to
reduce trading costs [7, 19]. In a patent trading platform,
the trust of companies towards a patent is transferred
from intermediaries to someone who invents or owns
the patent. Especially for academic patents, companies
tend to trust the corresponding inventors and patent
owners who have a high level of expertise or rich
experience in patent transactions.
This study aims to develop an effective approach
for academic patent trading recommendations under
online platforms. In this study, the degree of the trust
relationship is strengthened by historical interactions
among transaction parties and the trustworthiness of the
inventor and patent owner. Compared to the previous
recommendation approach with only patent analysis,
our approach focuses more on recommending academic
patents to facilitate university technology transfer and
additionally captures the characteristic information of
the patent owner and inventor from the platform. A
hybrid strategy is adopted for the recommendation with
two main stages of candidates filtering and ranking. The
candidate set is firstly generated according to the
classification information and then ranked based on the
citation network and trust information.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows.
Section 2 reviews related work. Section 3 describes the
proposed trust-enhanced recommendation approach for
academic patent trading. In Section 4, we conduct an
offline experiment to evaluate the effectiveness of the
proposed method, and the experiment results are

presented. Section 5 concludes this study and
summarizes contributions and limitations.

2. Related work
In recent years, application study is pointed out as
the popular research focus in the recommendation
system because it offers great opportunities and
challenges in many domains such as business,
government, and education [20]. Online platforms for
patent trading have appeared as a new type of patent
intermediary for several years [4]. The early research on
patent recommendations mainly focused on the
characteristics of the patent itself. With data
accumulated in the online environment, it becomes a
chance to offer better recommendations by utilizing the
online information. Therefore, considering more
characteristics of trust relations before generating the
recommendation list is another way to improve the
performance of a patent recommendation service. Our
work is related to recommendation technologies,
application of trust relations in recommendation
approaches, and measurement of trust degree based on
historical interaction records. Related literature is
reviewed as follows.

2.1. Patent recommendation
Recommendation services in online platforms such
as Amazon, Netflix, and similar others help increase
transaction opportunities, by offering users a helping
hand to find the items they are interested in [20]. Several
patent recommendation methods have been proposed
for various application backgrounds such as patent
citation, patent maintenance, and general finding [6, 1618, 21]. Current patent recommendation methods can be
categorized as content-based, collaborative filteringbased, and hybrid methods.
Content-based methods recommend patents to a
user by matching textual information of patents with the
content of the user’s query. The textual information of a
patent can be classification code, title, abstract, and
claims. Recent content-based methods are proposed to
solve the keyword-mismatch problem [22] by
generating IPC-based indexing vocabulary [23],
extending the query construction [13], introducing
semantic concept [24, 25], and constructing a
heterogeneous topic model with word embedding [21].
Moreover, previous research shows that utilizing
classification information and quality evaluation of the
retrieved documents can also improve the performance
of patent recommendations [17, 23].
Collaborative filtering is another mainstream type
of recommendation algorithm, and it makes a
recommendation based on the connectivity between
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users and items [20]. Collaborative filtering methods are
developed mainly based on two assumptions. One
assumption is that users with similar searching
behaviors are interested in the same patent. Trappey et
al. [11] developed a recommendation system that
utilizes a user’s operational history and adopts
collaborative filtering algorithms based on users’
behavior similarity. The other assumption is that users
prefer patents similar to what they have already
searched or purchased. Similar patents can be identified
by random walking on different paths on patent citationbibliographic networks [16] and topics matching based
on co-citation relations [26].
Researchers also explore hybrid recommendation
methods that combine the advantage of both contentbased and collaborative filtering techniques for better
recommendation performance. Considering that a patent
document consists of textual description, citations, and
bibliographic information, Oh et al. proposed a twostage framework for patent citation recommendation
[15]. In the first stage, candidate patents are obtained by
a content-based retrieval technique. In the second stage,
the candidate list is ranked by a collaborative filtering
model. In order to integrate various patent information,
a patent trading recommendation mechanism based on
heterogeneous information networks (HIN) has also
been developed [6, 18]. The recommendation
mechanism proposed by Wang et al. firstly constructs
HIN according to various patent information and
secondly recommends patents based on a meta-path
similarity measurement [6]. The work of He et al. [18]
additionally incorporated the patent’s affiliation and its
location into the HIN, and the recommendation model
was trained based on weighted meta structures.
Previous patent recommendation approaches
mainly focus on the content-based relevance and
connectivity between companies and patents. Some
components of these approaches can also be adopted to
recommend academic patents. However, in the
application of facilitating patent transactions through
online marketplaces, these approaches have limitations
in recommending patents that companies are willing to
pay. On the one hand, when making a purchasing
decision, companies consider both patent-level
characteristics and human-level characteristics such as
the owner’s standing [27]. On the other hand, companies
also face high search costs and adverse selection risks
because the ratio of online low-quality and high-quality
patents on online marketplaces is often very high [4].
Therefore, our study additionally considers the
characteristics of the patent owner and inventor from the
perspective of trust relations in academic patent trading.

2.2. Trust relations in academic patent trading
Trust relationships have been used to improve the
performance of recommendations, for it is more likely
to influence one’s decision purchase than website
advertising in the real world [20].
Prior works also suggested that using trust
information can strengthen the ability to make accurate
recommendations, especially when solving cold start
and data sparsity problems [28]. In the current literature,
trust-based filtering methods for recommendation
mainly employ explicit trust and implicit trust for trust
computation [29]. In explicit trust filtering methods, the
trust degree of a user to others is explicitly indicated by
the user [30, 31]. They collect trust values directly
indicated by users to construct trust networks or paths.
However, the acquisition of explicit trust requires
additional labor of users to provide trust score to others,
and the filtering method is not effective until a new user
build up their web of trust [28, 29]. The acquisition of
the explicit score limits the applicability of explicit trust
filtering methods. In recent years, the implicit trust
filtering methods are more popular because it is more
feasible to use with less manual cost [32]. Most
negotiations for patent transactions are under conditions
of secrecy, and the trading details are rarely disclosed
after the transaction is done [33]. Therefore, it is hard
and almost impossible to ask the parties involved in the
patent transaction to give a trust score for each other for
others’ references, which is different from general ecommerce environments. In this paper, implicit trust is
taken into account for the patent recommendation. The
implicit trust filtering method obtains the trust value
inferred from other available trust-sensitive information
such as the user similarity on item rating [34, 35], the
proportion of making successful recommendations [36],
and the ability to deliver a reliable recommendation in

the past [28, 29].
In the issue of university-industry (UI) technology
transfer, extant research has explored the determinations
of university technology commercialization [37],
performance measurement of UI alliance [38, 39], and
trust-building in UI collaborations [40]. Successful UI
technology transfer activities mostly depend on trust
cultivation to bridge the knowledge divide between
academe and industry. Both tie strength and partner
reputation help build trust in UI collaborations [40]. Tie
strength measures the frequency of historical
collaborations between partners, and partner reputation
is determined by the university partner’s research
quality and transfer performance in the past. Besides, a
company’s trust in a potential counterparty can be
gained from their historical interactions [7, 19] and the
expertise of the counterparty [41].
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In the context of academic patent trading, university
partners could be researchers as inventors and
universities
as
patent
owners.
Researchers’
characteristics, including scientific impact, project
experience, and patent trading experience, play an
important role in successful technology transfer from
university to industry [42]. Scientific productivity and
quality of university in terms of technology transfer also
encourage the university technology commercialization
activities [37]. Multiple indicators that include industry
income and the number of transfer contracts are
suggested to measure the UI knowledge transfer
performance [39].
Previous
methods
concerning
patent
recommendation rarely consider trust information.
During the selection process for academic patents in an
online environment, the trust of a company in an
academic patent especially plays an important role in a
company’s decision of whether to pay for the patent. As
a technology transfer way from university to industry,
academic patent trading also depends on trust
cultivation to ease the information asymmetry problem.
Motivated by facilitating patent transactions, this study
transfers the trust of companies towards a patent to
someone who has invented or hold the patent and
develops a hybrid recommendation approach combining
relevance analysis and trust analysis.

3. The hybrid trust-enhanced
recommendation approach
3.1. Overview of the recommendation
approach
In an online patent platform for patent trading, there
are a set of academic patents 𝑃 = {𝑝1 , 𝑝2 , … , 𝑝𝑁 } and a
set of company users 𝐶 = {𝑐1 , 𝑐2 , … , 𝑐𝑀 } who want to
buy academic patents. The proposed recommendation
approach can help user 𝑐𝑖 ∈ 𝐶 with patent selection
efficiently by taking relevance and trust information into
account. Figure 1 shows the overview of the proposed
hybrid approach for the academic patent trading
recommendation. The approach mainly contains two
stages. In the filtering stage, a candidate set of patents is
generated for a target company through a classificationbased filtering method. In the ranking stage, we
calculate citation-based connectivity, interactional
connectivity, and trustworthiness of each candidate
patent for the company. Then, we integrate the
measurement scores of the three dimensions by a trust
analysis model and Logistic Regression model (LR) to
obtain the ranking scores to rank patents in the candidate
list. Top-K patents are selected to form the final
recommendation list.

Figure 1. Overview of the recommendation approach
The classification code of a patent, such as the
International Patent Classification (IPC) code and
Cooperative Patent Classification (CPC) code, reveals
The candidate patents are extracted according to
to which technology area the patent belongs. A
the classification matching between the target
company’s historical patents and online behaviors
company and academic patents uploaded on the
construct the latent interests of the company. Thus, we
platform. It improves the efficiency of the
define the classification-based profile of company 𝑐 as
recommendation by initially removing irrelevant
a set of classification codes of all patents it owns, uses,
patents in terms of the technology field.

3.2. Filtering stage
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and consults in the past five years, which is
represented as a set of classification codes 𝑐𝐶𝐼𝐷 =
{𝑐𝐶𝐼𝐷1 , 𝑐𝐶𝐼𝐷2 , … , 𝑐𝐶𝐼𝐷𝑛𝑐 }. For one patent can also
cover several classifications, we denote the
classification-based profile of patent 𝑝 as 𝑝𝐶𝐼𝐷 =
{𝑝𝐶𝐼𝐷1 , 𝑝𝐶𝐼𝐷2 , … , 𝑝𝐶𝐼𝐷𝑛𝑝 }. Patent 𝑝 can become an
initial candidate when it meets the technology fields of
patent seeker 𝑐, i.e.,
𝑝𝐶𝐼𝐷 ⊂ 𝑐𝐶𝐼𝐷.
(1)

3.2. Ranking stage

previous interactions with company 𝑐0 . Sets 𝑄, 𝑅, and
𝑈 respectively represent the corresponding citing
patents, inventors and patent owners. Edge set 𝐸ℎ𝑖𝑠𝑡
represents historical interactions between company 𝑐0
and patents. 𝐸𝑐𝑖𝑡𝑒 , 𝐸𝑖𝑛𝑣𝑒𝑛𝑡 , and 𝐸𝑜𝑤𝑛 are the edge sets
representing relations of citation, invention, and
owning, respectively. Secondly, we adopt a
Personalized PageRank (PPR) model to calculate the
connectivity degree between all candidate patents and
the target company based on different paths. In each
constructed tripartite network, the access possibility 𝑃𝑗
of node 𝑗 for each walk is calculated by,
𝑃

We rank the candidate patents in the ranking stage
based on three dimensions, citation-based
connectivity,
interpersonal
connectivity,
and
trustworthiness. The first two dimensions are
calculated using the Personalized PageRank (PPR)
model, and the last one by trust analysis. Then, a
Logistic Regression model is adopted to integrate the
above measurement results. Candidate patents are
recommended according to their aggregated scores.
3.2.1.
Citation-based
and
interpersonal
connectivity. In the patent trading platform, company
users can build connections with academic patents
through trading activities and online consulting
behaviors. Ownership, inventorship, and cited patents
can be found in the meta-information of patent
documents. We collect the above information to
calculate the connectivity between companies and
patents, as shown in Figure 2.

Figure 2. Information for the connectivity
calculation
Citation linkages between patents reveal their
technological relevance [16]. Besides, the
interpersonal connectivity of the company towards
inventors and patent owners is also helpful in making
a successful transaction of academic patents [3]. Thus,
we calculate the citation-based and interpersonal
connectivity between companies and patents. Firstly,
we construct three kinds of tripartite networks 𝐺𝑐𝑖𝑡 =
〈𝑐0 , 𝑃, 𝑄, 𝐸ℎ𝑖𝑠𝑡 , 𝐸𝑐𝑖𝑡 〉
,
𝐺𝑖𝑛𝑣𝑒𝑛𝑡 =
〈𝑐0 , 𝑃, 𝑅, 𝐸ℎ𝑖𝑠𝑡 , 𝐸𝑖𝑛𝑣𝑒𝑛𝑡 〉
,
and
𝐺𝑜𝑤𝑛 =
〈𝑐0 , 𝑃, 𝑈, 𝐸ℎ𝑖𝑠𝑡 , 𝐸𝑜𝑤𝑛 〉 for a target company 𝑐0 . Patent
set 𝑃 contains candidate patents and patents that have

𝑖
𝑃𝑗 = (1 − 𝛼)𝐼𝑗 + 𝛼 ∑𝑖∈𝑖𝑛(𝑗) |𝑜𝑢𝑡(𝑖)|
.

(2)

𝐼𝑗 indicates whether the random walk will jump to the
core code after a restart. 𝐼𝑗 = 1 if node 𝑗 is the core
node, and otherwise 𝐼𝑗 = 0 . Instead of 1/𝑁 in the
classical PageRank model, the introduction of 𝐼𝑗
ensures that the calculated result reflects the
importance of each node in the network to the core
node. 𝑖𝑛(𝑖) represents the set of all nodes that point to
𝑖, and 𝑜𝑢𝑡(𝑖) represents the set of nodes to which 𝑖
points. Parameter 𝛼 is the probability of continue
walking to the next node. In the beginning, the access
possibility of core node 𝑐0 equals one, while other
nodes are zero. After multiple walks, the stable access
possibility of each node is obtained, which reflects the
connectivity degree of each node to the core node.
After random walks on three tripartite networks, we
obtain varying connection degrees between candidate
patents and company 𝑐0 based on citation, inventor
relation, and ownership relation. They are respectively
𝑜𝑤𝑛𝑒𝑟𝑠ℎ𝑖𝑝
𝑐𝑖𝑡𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛
𝑖𝑛𝑣𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛
represented by 𝑅𝑝𝑐
, 𝑅𝑝𝑐
, and 𝑅𝑝𝑐
.
3.2.2. Trustworthiness analysis. Trustworthiness
assesses whether a trustee provides reliable
information to trustors in a trust relation [35]. For an
academic patent transaction, the trustworthiness of the
corresponding inventor and university also encourages
patent trading with companies. The trustworthiness of
inventors is closely related to their capability of
achieving a patent transaction, including the capability
of trading, invention, research, and collaboration with
companies [3, 17]. The trading capability of inventor
𝑟 is measured according to his/her patent conversion
rate 𝑄𝑟𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑑𝑒 = |𝑇𝑆𝑟 |/|𝐴𝑆𝑟 | . If most of the patents
invented by an inventor have transferred to others, it
shows that the inventor is actively engaged in patent
transfer activities. The invention capability 𝑄𝑟𝑖𝑛𝑣𝑒𝑛𝑡 of
𝑟 is assessed by the average citation frequency of
patents invented by 𝑟 . Citation frequency 𝑄𝑝 =
𝑒 −𝛼(𝑇𝑦−𝑇𝑝) 𝐶𝑝 reflects patent 𝑝’s influence, where 𝐶𝑝 is
the number of times patent 𝑝 was cited from its
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publishing year 𝑇𝑝 to the current year 𝑇𝑦 . The part
𝑒 −𝛼(𝑇𝑦−𝑇𝑝) is the time decay function, where 𝛼 > 0 is
the attenuation constant. A researcher with highinfluence patents is more likely to be a trustworthy
inventor. The research capability 𝑄𝑟𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑒𝑎𝑟𝑐ℎ of 𝑟 is
assessed by using the corresponding H-index because
citation counts of research papers implicate the
scientific impact [38]. The collaboration capability
𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑗𝑒𝑐𝑡
𝑄𝑟
of inventor 𝑟 is measured based on the
number of projects in which 𝑟 has participated. After
normalizing the above measurement results into the
range of [0, 1] , the trustworthiness of inventor 𝑟 is
measured by,
𝑄𝑟 = ∑𝑘∈𝐾 𝛽𝑘 𝑄𝑟𝑘 .
(3)
𝐾 = {𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑑𝑒, 𝑖𝑛𝑣𝑒𝑛𝑡, 𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑒𝑎𝑟𝑐ℎ, 𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑗𝑒𝑐𝑡} is the set of
capability appellation. Parameters 𝛽𝑘 are used to
assign the importance of the for kinds of capability,
and ∑𝑘∈𝐾 𝛽𝑘 = 1. In this study, we simply set 𝛽𝑘 =
1/4 for each 𝑘 ∈ 𝐾.
As owners of academic patents, universities often
accumulate their trustworthiness in technology
transfer activities by previous knowledge transfer
performance [37, 39, 40]. In academic patent trading,
𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑗𝑒𝑐𝑡
the number of projects 𝑄𝑢
and the number of
𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑠𝑓𝑒𝑟
patent transactions 𝑄𝑢
are chosen as indicators
of the trustworthiness of university 𝑢.
𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑗𝑒𝑐𝑡

𝑄𝑢 =

lg(1+𝑄𝑢

𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑠𝑓𝑒𝑟

+𝑄𝑢

)

𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑗𝑒𝑐𝑡
𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑠𝑓𝑒𝑟
))
max (lg(1+𝑄𝑢
+𝑄𝑢
𝑢∈𝑈

.

(4)

are extracted as the final recommendation list, where
K is the number of patents in the list.

4. Offline experiment
4.1. Experiment design
We evaluate the recommendation performance of
the proposed approach with Patent Assignment
Dataset4 and PatentsView Database5 from the United
States Patent and Trademark Office (USPTO).
Assignment records where patents were transferred
from universities from the year 2012 to 2017 are firstly
extracted. Companies with more than ten and less than
five hundred assignments are chosen as target
companies from these records. The assignment records
of these companies are selected for the experiment.
Totally 72 companies, 12290 academic patents, 8776
inventors, and 374 universities are included in our
experiment.
We adopt three widely-used evaluation metrics –
precision, recall, and F1-score, to measure the
accuracy of recommendation methods. Precision
measures the number of patents that the company
accepted in the recommendation list. Recall measures
how many patents received by the company in the real
world
were
predicted
correctly.
F1-score
comprehensively considers Precision and Recall
through weighted and average. They are described as
follows,
𝑃𝑟𝑒@𝐾 =

3.2.3. Recommendation. The final ranking score is
obtained by considering connectivity between patents
and companies based on three kinds of relations and
the trustworthiness of inventors and universities.
Logistic regression (LR) analysis [43] can be adopted
to assign weights to each relation. Let 𝑿𝒑𝒄 =
𝑜𝑤𝑛𝑒𝑟𝑠ℎ𝑖𝑝 , max 𝑄 𝑝 , 𝑄 𝑝
𝑟
𝑢 )
(𝑅𝑐𝑖𝑡𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 , 𝑅𝑖𝑛𝑣𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 , 𝑅
𝑝𝑐

𝑝𝑐

𝑝𝑐

𝑟∈𝑅𝑝

be the input vector, where 𝑅𝑝 is the set of inventors of
𝑝
𝑝
patent 𝑝. 𝑄𝑟 and 𝑄𝑢 represent the trustworthiness of
the corresponding researcher 𝑟 and university 𝑢 of
patent 𝑝. Then, the personalized ranking score 𝑆𝑅𝑝𝑐
for patent 𝑝 concerning company 𝑐 can be obtained by
𝑆𝑅𝑝𝑐 =

1
.
𝑇
1+𝑒 −𝝎 𝑿𝒑𝒄

𝐹1@𝐾 =

https://www.uspto.gov/learning-and-resources/electronic-dataproducts/patent-assignment-dataset

|𝑅𝑆@𝐾|
|𝐴𝑆∩𝑅𝑆@𝐾|
|𝐴𝑆|

,

(6)

,

(7)

2×𝑃𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑖𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛@𝐾 × 𝑅𝑒𝑐𝑎𝑙𝑙@𝐾
𝑃𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑖𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛@𝐾+𝑅𝑒𝑐𝑎𝑙𝑙@𝐾

,

(8)

where 𝑅𝑆@𝐾 is the set of patents in the top-K
recommendation list, and 𝐴𝑆 denotes the
corresponding set of patents that happen trading
activities with a company in the testing set. We also
use Normalized Discounted Cumulative Gain
(NDCG) to measure the ranking performance. It
grades recommendation results on multiple levels of
sequential coincidence, which is calculated by,
𝑁𝐷𝐶𝐺@𝐾 =

(5)

𝝎 denotes the weight vector, which is obtained after
LR training. Finally, candidate patents are ranked from
highest to lowest score, and patents ranked in Top-K

4

𝑅𝑒𝑐@𝐾 =

|𝐴𝑆∩𝑅𝑆@𝐾|

∑𝐾
𝑘=1

2𝑆𝑅𝑘 −1
𝑙𝑜𝑔2 (𝑘+1)

1
𝑍𝐾

∑𝐾
𝑘=1

2𝑆𝑅𝑘 −1

.

𝑙𝑜𝑔2 (𝑘+1)

(9)

is the Discounted Cumulative Gain

(DCG) of top-K recommendation. 𝑆𝑅𝑘 equals 1 when
the company buys the 𝑘-th patent in the real world;
5

http://www.patentsview.org/download/
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otherwise, it equals 0. 𝑍𝐾 is the value of DCG under
the perfect rank.
Three baseline methods are used for the
comparison with our proposed trust-enhanced patent
recommendation approach. The first baseline method
is the classification-based method (represented as CB).
It makes recommendations only based on the
classification relevance of patents to the target
company. The second one additionally utilized a
patent citation network to find relevant patents after
classification filtering (represented as CRS). The CRS
scheme is initially proposed by [14], which utilizes
citation links after content-based filtering to identify
relevant patents further. In CRS, patents with high
textual relevance become candidates, and they are
ranked by using PPR model on the citation graph. The
third baseline method is the patent recommendation
without considering trustworthiness information
(represented as PL). Similar to prior work of [6, 15],
PL synthesizes various patent information, including
contents, citations, and bibliographic information, to
conduct recommendations, but it does not conduct the
trustworthiness analysis (represented as PL). It
generates candidates by content-based method and
ranks the patent by PPR model on a citationbibliographic network. Compared to PL, our method
(TE_PL) additionally considers researchers’ and
universities’ trustworthiness for the academic patent
recommendation.

Figure 3. The precision of different methods

Figure 4. The recall of different methods

4.2. Experiment results
This section analyzes the accuracy and ranking
performance of different recommendation methods
(i.e., CB, CRS, PL, and TE_PL). The experimental
results of different recommendation sizes are
presented in Figures 3-6, where N represents the
recommendation size. The results show that both PL
and TE_PL have noticeable improvements in accuracy
and ranking compared with CB and CRS. It proves
that interpersonal connections mediated by patents,
such as relations of invention and ownership in this
study, play an essential role in affecting the
recommendation performance in the context of patent
trading. Moreover, our proposed method TE_PL ranks
first on all four metrics. It reflects that the introduction
of trustworthiness can also help improve the
performance
of
academic
patent
trading
recommendations.
Furthermore, Table 1 shows the improvement of
our proposed approach compared to the three baseline
methods. Our proposed approach TE_PL performs
better than the baseline methods both in accuracy and
ranking. TE_PL and PL obviously perform better than
CB and CRS under each metrics. Compared to the PL

Figure 5. The F1-score of different methods

Figure 6. The NDCG of different methods
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method, our method achieves an improvement of
2.29% in NDCG that reflects ranking performance,
while it improves 1.56% in F1-score. It implicates that
the university’s and the inventor’s trustworthiness are
also helpful to improve the recommendation ranking.
Table 1. Average improvement of the
proposed approach TE_PL (%)
TE_PL
Baseline
Precision
methods

Recall

F1-score

NDCG

CB

15.13

3.35

6.18

6.34

CRS

11.07

2.22

4.99

4.48

PL

1.83

1.50

1.56

2.29

Table 2. The comparison between PL and
TE_PL methods under different trading
volume of companies when K=3
Volume Method Pre @3 Rec@3
Small
(10-50)

F1@3

NDCG
@3

PL

0.794

0.612

0.677

0.666

TE_PL

0.818
(3.02)

0.628
(2.61)

0.696
(2.81)

0.686
(3.00)

PL

0.824

0.113

0.194

0.228

Large
(51-500) TE_PL

0.863
0.115
0.198
0.235
(4.73)
(1.77)
(2.06)
(3.07)
*Note: The numbers in parentheses indicate how much
improvement (%) the proposed method TE_PL has
compared to PL method.

Table 3. The comparison between PL and
TE_PL methods under different trading
volume of companies when K=6
Volume Method Pre @6 Rec@6
Small
(10-50)

F1@6

NDCG
@6

PL

0.597

0.856

0.687

0.826

TE_PL

0.600
(0.50)

0.862
(0.70)

0.691
(0.58)

0.840
(1.69)

0.843

0.231

0.350

0.360

PL
Large
(51-500) TE_PL

0.853
0.232
0.352
0.365
(1.19)
(0.43)
(0.57)
(1.39)
*Note: The numbers in parentheses indicate how much
improvement (%) the proposed method TE_PL has
compared to PL method.

The analysis above shows that our proposed
method TE_PL and PL method have similar
performance compared to the other two baseline
methods. To further explore the appropriate
application scenes and the power of TE_PL, we divide
the sample companies into two groups according to

their patent trading volume. One group of companies
with no more than 50 historical assignments is
considered small-sized companies. The other group of
companies with more than 50 assignments in the past
is considered large companies. Then, we evaluate the
overall recommendation performance of PL and
TE_PL in each group of companies when we
recommend three and six academic patents for each
company. The results are shown in Table 2 and Table
3. As a whole, TE_PL outperforms PL for both smallsize companies and large-sized companies. Notably,
TE_PL
achieves
greater
improvement
in
recommendation performance when recommending
academic patents for small companies in most metrics.
Small-sized companies generally lack a professional
team to evaluate the potential value of patents, so they
tend to depend more on their trust in the corresponding
inventor and patent owner before deciding on a
transaction [44, 45]. Thus, the proposed method helps
small-sized companies more with academic patent
trading.

5. Conclusion
This paper proposes a trust-enhanced
recommendation approach to encourage academic
patent trading. The approach contains a filtering stage
and a ranking stage. In the filtering stage, patents
whose classification matches the classifications of the
target company are extracted as candidates. In the
ranking stage, candidate patents are ranked
comprehensively
based
on
citation-based
connectivity,
interpersonal
connectivity,
and
trustworthiness. To evaluate the performance of the
proposed recommendation approach, we conduct an
offline experiment on representative datasets in the
real world. The results demonstrate that our method
outperforms the comparison methods, especially in
ranking performance. It means that when using our
method to make academic patent recommendations,
the higher-ranked patents are more likely to attract
companies to pay for them. Moreover, we find that the
proposed method is more helpful in recommending
academic patents to small-sized companies.
According to the experiment results, the introduction
of trust information to academic patent trading
recommendations does improve the recommendation
performance.
The contributions and implications of this
research are summarized as follows. Firstly, to
promote the trading opportunity of academic patents
on the online marketplace, we propose a hybrid trustenhanced approach for the academic patent
recommendation. The approach extends the general
patent recommendation approaches, and considers
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trust relations more comprehensively to make the
recommendation results customized for academic
patent transactions. In our study, the trust of
companies in academic patents is accumulated from
their trust in inventors and universities. It is
established by the combined action of interpersonal
connectivity, and trustworthiness of inventors and
universities. Besides, we adopt a hybrid strategy to
integrate relevance, connectivity, and trustworthiness
before making recommendations. A Personal
PageRank model based on tripartite networks is used
to measure connectivity based on various relations
between companies and patents. Secondly, the
proposed
approach
for
academic
patent
recommendation can be applied to online patent
platforms as a service. The analysis of classificationbased similarity and citation-based connectivity
enables companies to discover relevant patents among
numerous academic patents in the platform. The
analysis of interpersonal connectivity and
trustworthiness mainly explores the trust relationships
between companies and relevant inventors and
universities of patents. With the help of the patent
recommendation service, companies are expected to
be more willing to make a trading negotiation for
recommended patents. Thirdly, the recommendation
service using the proposed approach is also conducive
to disseminating and transferring academic patents. It
helps university administrators estimate which patents
are more likely to be transferred. According to the
approach, administrators in UOTT can adjust their
patent transfer strategies and actively participate in the
technology transfer activities to increase the likelihood
that their university patents will be recommended and
transferred.
There are also some limitations and future works.
Firstly, our approach considers classification-based
relevance, connectivity, and trustworthiness when
making academic patent recommendations, but other
factors like the company’s motivations and industry
may also influence academic patent trading. Secondly,
more experiments such as an online study will be
conducted to furtherly explore the effectiveness of the
proposed approach. Thirdly, using our approach,
patents that new researchers invent are hard to be
recommended and ranked high when there are other
patents with similar technological content. New
researchers need time to accumulate their
trustworthiness and interpersonal connectivity with
companies. Similarly, universities that begin to
participate in technology transfer activities as new
entrants also need transfer experience accumulation.
University administrators of new entrants need to
spend more effort on finding companies for their
patents in the beginning. Finally, this study focuses on

the academic patent recommendation. As for the
recommendation of other intangible assets, such as
academic papers and trademark rights, whether our
trust-enhanced recommendation approach can benefit
their promotion or trading is also waiting for us to
explore further.
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